Introduction
This paper deals with the motion of a rigid body relative to a reference system in dual Lorentzian 3 -space D the dual unit pseudohyperbolic space motion in dual Lorentzian 3 -space D 3 1 by using a dual semiorthogonal matrix. Moreover, we show that the moving Π m and the fixed Π f axodes maintain the contact with each other along the ISA. It is also proved that the real part − → U and the dual part − → U 0 of a dual angular velocity vector − → U correspond to the rolling and sliding motions of the instantaneous helicoidal motion around the ISA at the instant t respectively. Furthermore, we verify that the pair of axodes during the one parameter pseudohyperbolic space contact each other along the ISA. Finally, we specify the relations between the geodetic curvatures and the curvatures of the polodes.
Setting and notations
Let D 3 1 be the dual Lorentzian space with the inner product
for which the inner product of the vectors − → X and − → Y is defined to be
together with the vector product [2, 3, 11, 15, 17] . The norm of a dual vector
On the other hand, a 3 × 3 matrixÂ is called a dual semiorthogonal matrix if it satisfies the equationÂ t =ŜÂ −1Ŝ , where the matrixŜ is the signature matrix given as [ 11 ] :
The space given byĤ
is the dual unit pseudohyperbolic space. To ease the notation, we abbreviate it to K , and in a similar vein, the 
orthonormal dual frames are linked rigidly to the dual unit fixed and moving pseudohyperbolic spaces K f and
respectively. The coordinates of a pointX on K m with respect to the basisR will be denoted by
. This point coincides with a point of K f having the coordinates
with respect toÊ . The matrix forms of the points fX andX and the base vectorsÊ andR can be given as follows:
We can therefore write the position vector of a pointX on the dual unit pseudohyperbolic space K m in terms
which in turn implies
If the real and the dual parts of this equation are separated, we have the following equations:
Observe that in the last equations, there are six unknown terms, which are called the Pluckerian coordinates of the oriented line
If the dual unit pseudohyperbolic space K m moves with respect to the fixed dual unit pseudohyperbolic AÂ −1 , then the matrixΩ is a skew-symmetric dual Lorentzian matrix (Ω t = −ŜΩŜ) so that the matrixΩ can be written in the following form:
By differentiating equation (2.1) and considering the equalitiesÊ =ŜÂ tŜR andΩ = .
AÂ −1 , we obtain the velocity of a pointX on K m during the motion
Here . X tR is the relative velocity of a pointX on K m , andX tΩR is the velocity of the motion
Henceforth, we takeX as the fixed point on K m by which equation (3.2) can be written as
Now we look for points having zero velocity at any instant of the moving dual pseudohyperbolic space K m . For this purpose, we define the following dual vector with respect to the basisR :
and hence the module of − → U can be given by
Therefore, we obtain the dual unit vector of
Now equation (3.4) can be brought to the following form:
As a consequence of this equation, it is easily seen that
By reconsidering equation (3.3), we conclude that a pointX on K m has zero velocity at instant t if and only ifX
under the dual unit pseudohyperbolic space motion (2.1) , since <
). When we separate equation (3.5) into the real and the dual parts, we can obtain the following system of equations in six unknown terms with coefficients w i and w 0i .
and
The solutions of this system of equations are As a result of these, the following corollary can be stated. 
The polodes and dual angular velocity along ISA
We observe that − → U 1 is the function of t during the pseudohyperbolic space motions. The timelike dual unit vector − → U 1 represents the locus of the ISA on K m , and this locus is a dual curve π m on K m known as the moving polode. Note that this curve corresponds to a timelike ruled surface Π m in Lorentzian 3 -space H m , the moving axode. The locus of the ISA on K f is also a dual curve π f , the fixed polode. This polode likewise corresponds to a ruled surface Π f in H f and it is called the fixed axode. By differentiating the equations (3.6) and (3.7) with respect to t, we get that
As a result of this fact, the equality
holds; that is, the polodes roll without slipping on each other.
Thus, in analogy with the dual spherical motion, we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 3 The pair of axodes during the one-parameter pseudohyperbolic space K m /K f contact each other along the ISA.
At the instant t, the ISA is − → U 1 , while when the instant is t + ∆t, we can represent the timelike ISA by
Suppose now that Π m is a not a cylinder. Then we may take ∆t such that − → U 1 and − → U 1 (t + ∆t) are not parallel; hence, ∆ − → U 1 is not a pure dual vector. As a consequence, the common normal of − → U 1 and − → U 1 (t + ∆t) is well defined.
We next define the ISA dual angular velocity as the vector
which can be rewritten as − → .
Once we assume thatP
we define the following spacelike dual unit vectors
from which we conclude that 
This in turn implies that the spears
and
− → U 3 are referred to as the ISA trihedron at the point of striction. Note also that at the same time, this is a trihedron of polodes at the pole.
The dual numberP in equation (4.8) 
while that of the spacelike dual unit vector
We therefore conclude that 
in whichM denotes the dual semiorthogonal matrix.
Overall we are ready to state the following theorem.
Theorem 4 The displacements of the ISA trihedron along the moving and the fixed polodes are
10)
the invariants of the motion
As a result of Theorem (4.2), we obtain the arc element of moving dual curve − → U 3 (t) that can be written asQ = (
and the arc element of the dual fixed curve − → U 3 (t) isQ −Ŵ in whichP is the arc element of the polodes.
Thus, the integral ∫P dt =Ŝ 1 is the dual arc length of the moving and the fixed polodes, whereas the integrals ∫Q dt =Ŝ 3 and
unit pseudohyperbolic spaces K f and K m respectively.
Angular acceleration and geodetic curvature
This section is devoted to the investigation of the geodetic curvatures of the moving and the fixed polodes, and the existence of the relation between the geodetic curvature and the curvature of these polodes. For these purposes, we first construct the Frenet trihedrons of the moving and the fixed polodes at the pole.
By differentiating equation (4.8) with respect to t and considering equations (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain the angular accelerations of the pole with respect to K m and K f as
If we denote byΘ m a dual angle between the spacelike vectors − → . Ψ and − → U 2 , we then havê
In a similar vein, ifΘ f is a dual angle between the spacelike vectors
From equations (5.11) and (5.12), we conclude the equality:
As a next step, we now construct a trihedron on the moving polode at the pole in order to get the geodetic curvature of the moving polode. The spacelike binormal unit vector of the moving polode at the pole is 13) which is the axis of dual Darboux vector Since − → U 2 is the common tangent of the polodes, the timelike principle dual unit vector of the moving polode can be described as
Similarly, we obtain the following spacelike binormal and timelike principle dual unit vectors for the fixed polode at the pole:
At the same time 
The following two pairs of identities,
are the consequences of equations (5.13) and (5.14) , respectively. Note also that the dual Lorentzian timelike angles ρ m and ρ f are the dual Lorentzian spherical radii of π m and π f .These all together justify the following result.
Theorem 6
The geodetic curvatures of the moving and the fixed polodes are 17) respectively, whereQ andQ −Ŵ are the elements of the geodetic curvatures of the polodes.
One of the immediate results of Theorem (5.2) is the following:
As a result, in analogy with the dual spherical motion [1, 13] , the invariantsP ,Q, andŴ can be considered asinstantaneous geometrical invariants of the motion H m /H f . In particular, the second one in equation (5.18) is the dual Lorentzian counterpart of Euler-Savary formula for spherical kinematics. and 
